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have some/no bearing on something synonyms with definitionSynonyms for 'have some/no
bearing on something': shape, impact, affect, put, interact, get, reverberate, make a difference,
come into play
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What does bearing mean? "those issues have no bearing on our situation". bearing, heading,
aim(noun). the direction or path along which something moves or along which it lies.
bearing Definition of Have Bearing On by Merriam-Webster: to affect or influence a decision
—usually used in negative statementsPersonal feelings had no bearing on our decision. Learn
More about have bearing on

has no bearing definition | English definition dictionary | Reversobearing · 1 a support, guide, or
locating piece for a rotating or reciprocating mechanical part · 2 foll by: on or upon relevance (to)
it has no bearing on this problem · 3 no bearing definition | English dictionary for learners |
Reversobearing · 1 If something has a bearing on a situation or event, it is relevant to it. · 2 n-
sing Someone's bearing is the way in which they move or stand. · 3 n-count If 
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